
Responses to editor and reviewer comments Dow et al., “Intensified Aleutian Low
induces weak Pacific Decadal Variability” submitted to Weather and Climate
Dynamics

Editor: We thank the Editor for sourcing two detailed reviews of our manuscript, as well as for
providing their own detailed comments. We are pleased that both reviewers find merit in our
study and support the study being published in WCD after some revision. The comments are
constructive and we have addressed the points raised as detailed below in blue.

Editor comments

The comments by the two reviewers are pertinent and I hope you take them all into
consideration in revising the manuscript. I have further comments that I would hope you address
in revising the manuscript that should help the reader to get a clearer picture of what is going on
in the model.

A basic calculation that should be presented in the revised manuscript is a comparison of the
amplitude of the 3 sigma Aleutian Low anomaly in the model to the amplitude of an observed 3
sigma anomaly. That is, is the forcing applied to the model of realistic amplitude, or is the
simulated variability in the Aleutian Low too weak? If the latter is the case, then that would
explain why the observed PDO variability is too weak in the model. But I expect there is another,
more likely, explanation for the “apparent” weakness of the PDO variability in the model
compared to observations. (In fact, as far as I can tell by the figures in the manuscript, the SST
variability driven by the internal intrinsic Aleutian Low variability is quite consistent with that
observed.)

Thanks for the suggestion. A comparison has been added to Section 2.2. This shows that the
most extreme winter monthly NPI anomaly in ERA5 (1979-2020) is -3.56𝜎 corresponding to a
-18.13 hPa anomaly. The -3.02𝜎 anomaly applied in FORTE2 corresponds to a -10.76 hPa
anomaly. Therefore the forcing applied in the experiments is not as strong as an equivalent
anomaly based on reanalysis data. This may contribute to a weaker response in the model as
compared to observations. We have noted this in the methods and discussion.

Added:

“The strong Aleutian Low state is taken from a 100 year long control run (CONTROL) based on
a winter month with an NPI anomaly of -3.02𝜎 (-10.76 hPa), where 𝜎 is the standard deviation
calculated over all winter months in CONTROL (Figure S3). Therefore, the target state
represents an extreme intense Aleutian Low state as simulated in FORTE2.0. Comparing with
ERA5 reanalysis data from 1979-2020, the most intense winter month has an NPI anomaly of
–3.56𝜎 (-18.13 hPa). The imposed atmospheric forcing is therefore weaker than if an equivalent
experiment was conducted using reanalysis data.”



In reading the manuscript, it is clear that some of the concerns of the reviewers stems from a
misinterpretation of what is the PDO. This paper uses an old definition of the PDO (the first EOF
of SST in the N. Pacific; e.g., Mantua et al. 1997) that reflects the leading pattern of interannual
to decadal variability in the N. Pacific. As such, it includes interannual SST variability that is
driven by ENSO and the interannual and lower frequency SST variability that is driven by the
internal variability in the Aleutian Low (as measured by the NPI index) and external forcing (e.g.,
volcanic eruptions). The SST patterns associated with both driving mechanisms are very similar.
Hence, the traditional “PDO'' index used in the current manuscript includes SST variability due
to ENSO variability (hereafter PDOhf) and SST variability due to stochastic forcing by the
Aleutian Low that (hereafter PDOlf) is intrinsic to the midlatitude atmosphere (i.e., associated
with fixed climatological SST); hereafter I use quotes to denote the traditional PDO index,
“PDO”, because it is a statistical artifact that conflates two different driving processes). When
statistical methods are used to remove the ENSO contribution from the “PDO”, the
extratropically driven contribution (PDOlf) is well described as the response of the midlatitude
ocean to stochastic forcing by the internal variability associated with the Aleutian Low, with SST
anomalies local to the climatological Aleutian Low driven by turbulent heat fluxes, and delayed
SST anomalies in the Kuroshio region driven by the ocean gyre adjustment to wind stress curl
anomalies associated with a stochastic Aleutian Low (Wills et al. 2019, Newman et al. 2016,
Zhao et al. 2021 and references therein). This view that the PDO is an extratropical
phenomenon stems from analysis of the observations and analysis of the CMIP5 and CMIPti

climate models (ibid), and is now widely referred to the PDO. Importantly, the Wills et al show
the PDOlf has only a very weak footprint in the tropical Pacific. (Zhao et al. show secondary
feedbacks that couple the tropical Pacific and mid latitude N. Pacific, contributing to the variance
along the west coast of North America).

We acknowledge the recent advances in interpreting what has long been defined as the “PDO”.
However, one of the motivations for our study was the hypothesis that recent anthropogenic
aerosol trends contributed to the change in phase of the PDO in the late 1990s (Smith et al.,
2016). This proposes that the significant cooling in the equatorial Pacific in the late 1990s/early
2000s may have been triggered by an anomalous Aleutian Low forced by changing Asian
aerosol emissions. Specifically, in the caption for their Figure S8 they say “Changes in the
Aleutian Low impact the north-easterly trade winds in the north Pacific, leading to a coupled
Pacific basin-wide response including the PDO (which can be characterised by the difference
between tropical and north Pacific temperatures)”. The goal of our study was indeed to test
whether the Aleutian Low can generate a basin-wide SST response as proposed in Smith et al.
(2016).

Smith, D., Booth, B., Dunstone, N. et al. Role of volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols in the
recent global surface warming slowdown. Nature Clim Change 6, 936–940 (2016).
https://doi.org/10.1038/nclimate3058

There are several important implications for the interpretation of the results presented in the
authors manuscript. First, ENSO contributes approximately equally to the observed “PDO”
amplitude. Hence, the discrepancy in the amplitude of the “PDO” seen in Fig S1 may be due to

https://doi.org/10.1038/nclimate3058


an ENSO that is too weak in the model that is superimposed on a realistic amplitude PDOlf

variability. Given that the observed PDOlf has a very weak footprint into the equatorial Pacific,
one would have to scale up the model “PDO” to see the weak tropical footprint of the PDOlf to
match the PDO pattern in the observation. Indeed, it seems to me that if the amplitude of the
midlatitude SST anomalies in Fig S1 in the control were divided by ~3, they would have the
nearly the same amplitude of the PDOlf anomalies in the observations shown in Wills et al.1

Second, if this is the case, then the present study is a consistent with the analysis of
observations that show the SST variability driven by anomalies in the Aleutian Low have a very
weak footprint in the equatorial Pacific.

Thank you for raising this important point. The modelled ENSO is slightly weaker than observed,
though the bias is modest. Blaker et al. (2021) show ENSO SST anomalies reach a maximum
of 1°C for the region 5°S–5°N, 160–100°W, and anomalies near to the coast of Central and
South America reach 0.7°C.

To address the above two points, we have added the following text to section 2.4:

“Here we define the PDO using the common index based on the leading EOF of North Pacific
SST variability. Wills et al. (2019) showed that the tropical Pacific SST anomalies associated
with this index are predominantly related to high frequency (e.g., ENSO) SST variability, while
the extratropical part is related to turbulent heat flux and wind stress anomalies associated with
intrinsic Aleutian Low variability. The discrepancy between the modelled and observed SST
anomalies associated with the PDO index in Figure S1 could be due to the slightly weaker than
observed ENSO amplitude in the model by around 33% (Figure S4) (see also Blaker et al.,
2021).”

Specific comments: The title: it doesn’t really make sense. Variability in the Aleutian Low
provides the forcing for the SST variability in the N. Pacific on decadal and multidecadal time
scales that features the PDO pattern of SST anomalies. What this paper has shown is that a
climatological change (increase) in the amplitude of the Aleutian Low will act to change the
climatological SST with a pattern that is very similar PDV pattern; it cannot change the variance
in the PDV, however. A more apt description of the paper conclusions is that a persistent
positive Aleutian Low forcing causes a persistent PDO-like pattern of SST change in the N.
Pacific.

We have changed the title of the manuscript taking into account this, as well as reviewer 2’s
helpful comment. The new title is “Sustained intensification of the Aleutian Low induces weak
tropical Pacific sea surface warming”

Lines 57-58, “The prevailing paradigm for the PDO regards the role of the Aleutian Low to be
largely driven by tropical processes”. This is not true. The prevailing paradigm of the PDO is that
is interannual to decadal variability in the North Pacific Ocean that is driven primarily by
stochastic variability in the Aleutian Low that is largely unrelated to changes in SST – including
changes in tropical Pacific SST; it includes SST anomalies driven by turbulent heat flux



anomalies associated with the Aleutian Low anomalies and the delayed response due to the
integrated wind stress curl anomalies associated with the Aleutian Low. The leading pattern of
SST variability in the North Pacific (the traditional PDO definition) includes both the midlatitude
PDO and a contribution due to ENSO variability, communicated to the N. Pacific by atmospheric
teleconnections.

This section has been changed to:
“The traditional paradigm for the PDO describes the integrated effect of mid-latitude stochastic
variability, which induces SST anomalies through turbulent heat flux and wind stress curl
anomalies, and driving from tropical processes (ENSO variability) via excitation of Rossby wave
trains and tropical-extratropical teleconnections (Newman et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2021; Vimont.
2005; Knutson and Manabe 1998; Jin 2001). We note that recent definitions separate low
frequency PDO variability and show this is predominantly associated with stochastic
extratropical atmospheric variability (i.e. the Aleutian Low) (Wills et al., 2018, 2019).”

Line 81: please add Wills et al 2019 to the list of references, as this brings the list up to date and
arguably is the cleanest description of the modern day view of the PDO.

Done

Line 135-136: Nudging is applied to the region of the observed climatological (DJF) Aleutian
Low, but does it also align with the model simulated Aleutian Low? [See also comment #2 of
reviewer #2.] Is the pattern and amplitude of the leading mode of atmospheric variability in the
observations, the Aleutian Low/NPI index, consistent with that simulated by the model? Panels
b and f in Fig. S1 suggests the model Aleutian Low/NPI might be centered ~30 degrees west of
that observed.

Throughout the model development stage, the spatial pattern of modeled Aleutian Low was
tested and found to be located in the same region as that defined by the observed variability.
Moreover, the specific Aleutian Low state towards which the model is nudged is encapsulated
well by the limits defined by observational data. In addressing comment #2 from reviewer #2, a
caveat is added into the Discussion section:

“The simulations presented use an anomalous Aleutian Low state taken from a single
month (Figure S3). An area for future research is to impose a suite of varying Aleutian Low
states with different spatial and temporal profiles to test the sensitivity of the responses
described here to details of the imposed relaxation state.”

The description of the heat budget analysis is confusing. It is well known that the turbulent
fluxes are the leading term in the variance budget for winter averaged SST tendencies and they
should explicitly appear in Eqn. 5 and not lumped in with diffusion. See also comments by
reviewer 1 on the 30 m depth vs. mixed layer depth.



The lack of further granularity in the terms defining the heat budget was due to limitations with
available model diagnostics. In addition to taking into account comments by reviewer 1, the start
of section 2.3 has been altered to:

“The heat budget of the upper 30m of the ocean (representing the mixed layer) is analysed for
the regions shown by the boxes in Figure 1, where the temperature tendency is given by:

dT/dt = ADV + DIFFvert + DIFFhoriz + CONV (Eqn. 7).

Daily tendencies due to advection (ADV), vertical and horizontal diffusion (DIFFvert and
DIFFhoriz) and convection (CONV) are output from the model. Further granularity in the heat
budget terms (e.g. turbulent fluxes) was not possible due to the limitated availability of
diagnostics from the model.”

Footnote: To fix ideas, consider the SST anomalies along 40-50N in the central Pacific. An
observed 1 sigma ENSO event (a 0.8C Nino3 anomaly) causes a ~0.4C anomaly (PDOhf) in
SST in this region. From Wills et al, a SST anomaly associated with a 1 sigma PDOlf is ~0.2C. If
these were independent processes and shared the same pattern, then the standard deviation of
the total variability in the extratropics would be 0.44C =sqrt(0.2^2 +0.4^2)). However, if the
model had a very weak ENSO compared to observations (say 1 sigma Nino3 of only 0.37C, 1/3
of that observed) but a realistic PDOlf, then the extratropical SST amplitude would be 0.24C
(=sqrt((0.4/3)^2 +0.2^2)) and scaling the model result by a factor of 2 or 3 would bring the
tropical and extratropical SSTs in line with observations.

Thanks for pointing this out. As noted above, the modelled ENSO is slightly weaker than
observed but not ⅓ of the amplitude of observations. The standard deviation of the Nino3.4
index is 0.62K in the model and 0.77K in HadISST observations, so the amplitude is around
80% of the observations. Using the scaling above would give sqrt((0.4 * 0.8)^2 +0.2^2) = 0.38K,
so this alone does not explain the difference in total variability of the North Pacific SST. It is
possible there are differences in ENSO teleconnections to the Pacific extratropics which would
give a different scaling factor than ~0.4K for PDOhf. Future work will investigate this.

The tropical anomalies in the schematic in Figure 7 and the description in the text doesn’t make
sense to me. Figure 6 shows that in response to the Aleutian Low forcing, warm anomalies and
negative SLP anomalies in the northern subtropics ~20N, and cold SST anomalies and positive
SLP anomalies in the southern subtropics ~20S; hence, a cross equatorial pressure gradient to
the north (there must also be a zonal pressure gradient to accompany the zonal wind anomalies
centered on the equator). The schematic shows just the opposite.

Thanks for pointing this out. The schematic has been corrected.

I concur with Reviewer #2 that the similarity of the patterns in Figs. 1a and 1b should be
quantified by a pattern correlation.

Done. Have added to Section 3.1:



“Across the Pacific ocean, the pattern of temperature anomalies in NUDGED closely resembles
unforced multidecadal Pacific variability in CONTROL (Figure 1b), with a pattern correlation
coefficient of 0.53.”

In the captions to figures 2-6, please note the averaging period that is being displayed. Are
these figures composites for years 1 to 2, years 3-4, years 5-30?

We have now stated the period used in each figure in the captions.

Figure S1 (bottom panels) show the observed PDO has a similar pattern with the same sign in
all seasons. This makes sense because the SST is dominated by low frequency variability. It is
difficult to explain how, in the model, SON differs in sign from the other three seasons.

This was an error in the plotting and has been fixed.

Please show the same field in the top and bottom rows of Fig S1 (presently, it appears that the
simulated 2m temperature is shown in the top row, but the observed SST is shown in the bottom
row. I suggest showing SST for both.

The top row shows surface skin temperature (not simulated 2m temperature), therefore is
comparable with the bottom row.

Figure S3 is confusing. The contours are the same in all four panels, yet the caption states that
anomalies are contoured. The amplitude of the surface heat flux anomalies (~ 0.03 W/m2)
seems to be two orders of magnitude too small to explain the SST anomalies. Most confusing of
all is the pattern of heat flux anomalies that accompany the imposed Aleutian Low anomaly: the
pattern should look like that in Fig. 4b and 4f (and in observations) – and yet there are
anomalies of opposing signs along the southern flank of the imposed Aleutian Low.

Thanks for pointing this out. The caption was incorrect - the contours show NDJFM SLP
regressed onto the NPI index and are therefore identical in all panels. Furthermore, this figure
has since been removed due to its lack of utility in drawing comparisons between regressions
onto PDO and NPI indices.

References:
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Reviewer #1:

This paper examines the response of the Pacific climate system to forcing associated with
Aleutian low variability using an intermediate complexity coupled atmosphere-ocean model (e.g.,
T42 atmospheric resolution; 2° ocean). The experiment design involves first performing a long
control simulation. Nudging was used to insert atmosphere forcing associated with the Aleutian
low, which is: i) applied between 30°-65°N 160°E-140°W; ii) begins in November, ramps up to a
maximum between December-February and then ramps down in March; iii) is obtained from the
average SLP anomaly over the N. Pacific (North Pacific Index) for when the NPI < -3σ in winter
months (a very strong low pressure anomaly); iv) is full strength at the surface and decreases
exponentially to zero at the tropopause; and v) added to temperature, winds and surface
pressure on a daily basis. A 50-member nudged ensemble was performed, where each member
is 30 years long and the nudging is applied each winter. The response to the nudged forcing is
explored by the ensemble mean difference between the nudged ensemble and the control run.

The results suggest that the influence of the forcing can extend beyond the North Pacific to the
subtropics and to a lesser extent to the equator. A regional mixed layer (upper 30 m) heat
budget indicates that the temperature changes are mainly through the surface heat flux in the
subtropical region, but meridional transport in the equatorial region. The Aleutian low was also
identified as the primary driver of the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) SST pattern.

We thank the reviewer for their comprehensive comments and suggestions on the manuscript.
We addressed the points raised below.

Comments

I have a few major concerns about the paper and some additional minor comments

Major comments:

1) A major issue of the results is the low amplitude of SST anomalies in general. The authors
note that the Pacific low frequency variability in the control run is a factor of four-five times
weaker than observations. In addition, the diffusivity between 5°N-5°S is increased by a factor of
20 to balance upwelling. While the model probably runs rapidly and so a large number of
fairly-long simulations can be performed, is it really a good model for addressing the topic they
wish to explore in this study? Perhaps statistical analysis could be applied to higher resolution
GCMs, such as those in the CMIP archive, to investigate the relationships examined here. There
are statistical methods, e.g., partial correlations, to examine correlation between variables while
removing the influence of others.

We agree that relevant insight can be gained from models with varying complexities. FORTE2
has been extensively evaluated in the model documentation paper (Blaker et al., 2020) and
employed in a recent study investigating another aspect of multi-decadal coupled
atmosphere-ocean climate variability (Joshi et al., 2023). Therefore it is not unprecedented to



use a model of this kind to investigate low frequency climate variability and the flexibility of the
model code enabled the nudging experiments to be performed. A caveat has been added to the
end of the Discussion to acknowledge the potential limitations of the model and highlighting
further work analysing existing more comprehensive models would be valuable.

“The coarseness of the coupled model, specifically the vertical dimension of the oceanic
component, is a limitation of the study. Specifically, the model's relatively low resolution and
inability to resolve mesoscale processes in the ocean and atmosphere may affect the results of
the study. Future studies using observations and higher resolution GCMs to test the results
herein would be valuable.”

Joshi, M., Hall, R. A., Stevens, D. P., and Hawkins, E.: The modelled climatic response to the
18.6-year lunar nodal cycle and its role in decadal temperature trends, Earth Syst. Dynam., 14,
443–455, https://doi.org/10.5194/esd-14-443-2023, 2023.

2) Related to 1) and perhaps of even greater concern, is the very weak response to the forcing
even though it’s exceptionally strong (3σ NPI index) and applied over multiple winters. Many of
the results are shown as a regression per unit change in the PDO σ (so it’s a little difficult to
gauge their actual values) but the values given are generally less than 0.1 K/σ south of 30°N
and even smaller on the equator. Indeed lines 187-188 and Fig. 6 indicate that the maximum
response in the equatorial band is less than 0.05 K/σ for all months. This is very small even for
decadal variations along the equator. While the use of a large number of ensembles may
indicate statistical significance in some subtropical locations, many fewer grid points have
significant changes south of ~10°N. Even if the changes are significant due to the large sample
size, they may not have much practical importance given their small magnitude. If anything,
these results suggest that fluctuations in the Aleutian low have little impact on the equatorial
Pacific (in contrast to forcing by the North Pacific Oscillation).

The authors agree that the magnitude of the effect in the tropics is minimal/weak and this has
been acknowledged throughout the manuscript and explicitly in the title. However, as highlighted
by the Editor this finding is broadly consistent with Wills et al. (2019) who statistically separate
the low frequency component of the PDO and show this has weak tropical amplitude. It is,
however, not consistent with the interpretation of some other studies who hypothesise a larger
extratropical-driven signature of the PDO in tropical Pacific SSTs when using a traditional
EOF-based PDO index (e.g., Smith et al., 2016; Klavans et al. submitted).

3) Given that the forcing is drawn from a coupled control experiment, the Aleutian low variability
and the PDO obtained from the control run will include the influence of the tropics (via the
atmospheric bridge).

The authors agree that the North Pacific variability in the control run will contain effects from
tropical variability via the atmospheric bridge - we have added a sentence to the manuscript
stating this explicitly. The month chosen for the nudging reference state coincides with an ENSO
state with an index of 0.55. We have also quantified in the text the amplitude of the NPI anomaly



used in the nudging and compared this to an equivalent anomaly in ERA5 (see response to
Editor comment 1).

“Furthermore, to ensure model stability, the anomalous nudging state was drawn from the
coupled atmosphere-ocean control simulation. The Aleutian Low variability sampled from this
simulation therefore includes effects from tropical variability. The month used as the reference
state for the nudging coincides with an ENSO state (magnitude = 0.55) in the tropical Pacific.
Further study could investigate more idealised AL states and their effects on
extra-tropical-tropical communication.”

4) While the budget analysis is helpful to understand the processes involved in the anomalies
reaching the subtropics and equator, further analysis could help elucidate how the anomalies
reach the subtropics and equatorial regions. For example is there propagation of the signal
south (and usually westward) associated with WES? Is the wind anomalies consistent with the
“trade wind charging hypothesis”?

Thanks for raising this interesting point. The wind anomalies do not show similarity with that
described by the trade wind hypothesis. Figure R1 below shows the evolution of the seasonal wind
anomalies along with the upper ocean velocities. Westerly wind anomalies are evident across the
tropical Pacific as opposed to easterly anomalies found under trade wind charging conditions
(Chakravorty et al. 2020). The authors agree that further analysis would investigate the attribution of
these anomalous regions.



Figure R1: Left: Seasonal mean northward velocity anomaly in upper-most ocean layer. Right:
Seasonal upward velocity anomaly in the upper-most ocean layer. Vectors denote anomalous
surface winds.

Chakravorty, S., Perez, R. C., Anderson, B.T., Giese, B., Larson, S., & Pivotti, V., 2020. Testing
the trade wind charging mechanism and its influence on ENSO variability. Journal of Climate.
doi:10.1175/JCLI-D-19-0727.1

Minor comments:

1) Line 65 Could reference the following paper as well:

Gan, B. L. Wu, F Jia, S. Li, W. Cai, H. Nakamura, M. A. Alexander, and A. J. Miller, 2017: On the
response of the Aleutian Low to greenhouse warming. J. Climate, 30, 3907-3925, doi:
10.1175/JCLI-D-15-0789.1

Added reference. Done



2) Fig. 1:

a) The caption and legend above the figures don’t seem to match.

Thanks for pointing this out. Changed

b) The forcing is very different than the control at high latitudes – perhaps not unexpected as the
surface temperatures may not be that strongly related to the PDO. It is also somewhat surprising
that the negative air temperature anomalies near ~35°N are not of larger amplitude and extend
further from Asia into the central/eastern Pacific in the nudging experiment.

Agreed. This is down to the nudging spatial filter, where the coefficients ramp down from 1 to 0
across Japan/Asia (see Figure S2) and are therefore weaker than those imposed across the
central North Pacific.

3) Lines: 151-152 variability is calculated by multiplying the standard deviation of overlapping
15-year means by √2.

Explain why 15 years (some estimate of decadal variability)? Why multiply by sqrt of 2 (for
statistical significance)?

This section has been rewritten:

“Statistical significance is defined by comparing the responses to the magnitude of simulated
unforced decadal variability. At each grid point, overlapping 15-year mean anomalies are
calculated from CONTROL. A 15-year time window was chosen to adequately capture decadal
internal variability. The standard deviation of the mean anomalies from CONTROL was
multiplied by square root of 2 to account for the fact that the variability of a difference in means
is of interest. This estimates the variation of the difference in standard deviation between two
independent averages, which have the same variance, that would be expected due to internal
variability. The median value of the standard deviations is used and we show 95% significance
as where the response value lies outside of the bounds 1.96 times the median standard
deviation. This is similar to the method used in IPCC AR5 (2013).”

4) Line 156 The mixed layer varies with season and is generally deeper than 30 m especially in
winter at higher latitudes, so perhaps it should just be stated as the budget of the upper 30 m
rather than over the mixed layer. While it is likely a secondary factor (especially for a fixed depth
budget), is penetrating solar radiation out the base of the mixed layer (30 m) considered in
equation 5?

The text has been changed to emphasize that it is only the upper 30m which are considered for
the analysis.



“The heat budget of the upper 30m of the ocean (representing the mixed layer) is analysed for
the regions shown by the boxes in Figure 1, where the temperature tendency is given by…”

5) Line 178, It might be helpful to show the calendar sigma values for the PDO in the Control
and compare them to observations. It could be shown in the supplemental.

This comment is difficult to understand. Figure S1 shows the comparison of the magnitude of
the PDO in the control run against observations across seasons.

6) Lines 188-191 Since the response to tropical SST anomalies strongly influences the Aleutian
low and the PDO, the basin-wide SST in the Control and included in the nudging would not be
solely due to “internally generated coupled variability”.

The statement the reviewer is referring to is a comment on the resemblance between the
basin-wide SST pattern in the CONTROL experiment and that when forced by an anomalous
AL.

We have edited the sentence to “Therefore, a sustained increase in Aleutian Low strength forces a
basin-wide SST response which resembles that associated with internally-generated coupled
variability in CONTROL..”

7) Lines 240-242 and Fig. 4. It looks like fluxes damp the SST anomalies during MAM and JJA
over most of the Pacific, as expected from a stochastic model perspective (linear damping of the
SST anomalies) and may indicate little dynamic feedback on the atmosphere.

Agreed. Have added:

“Regions such as those in the north-east North Pacific appear to dampen the SST anomalies
during MAM and JJA, which may indicate limited dynamic feedback to the atmosphere.
However, across the central North Pacific, the persistence of surface latent flux anomalies
year-round is expected given the surface temperature persistence and alludes to
ocean-atmosphere feedbacks.”

8) The regression of the latent heat flux on the SLP over the North Pacific the (NPI index, Fig.
S3) looks very different than the nudged experiment, even north of 30°N in the winter, when it
would be expected that they would be fairly similar.

Agreed. However, one must bear in mind that, by construction, the variability of the AL and its
associated signature in surface fluxes in CONTROL will not exactly resemble the extreme month
used for NUDGED. The nudged experiment will only likely resemble that particular month of that
year on which the input is based.

9) Line 250; Fig. 5. Do winds (shading) include the nudged forcing? If so, should the wind
forcing be removed to see the response? Otherwise it is primarily showing the forcing over the
North Pacific.



Yes, the winds include the nudged forcing. As the forcing is only applied across the winter
months for consistency and to avoid confusion it was decided to show the full field across all
seasons.

It’s also difficult to see a Rossby wave response to the forcing based on the surface winds.
Perhaps showing upper level geopotential or stream function would be helpful in this regard.

We have added a figure to the supplement (Fig. S5) showing the upper tropospheric winds and
have amended the text:

“The meridional wind shows alternating southerly-northerly anomalies across the North Pacific
orientated with a north-easterly tilt suggesting that a persistently strong AL invokes a modulation of
the climatological Rossby wave train providing a pathway for atmospheric communication between
the North Pacific and eastern tropical Pacific. Evidence for the modulation of the Rossby wave train
is further evident in the upper tropospheric winds (Figure S5).”

Note, no significant change occurs in the tropical box except for two points in MAM (and the
values are very small).

10) Line 253-255 The zonal bands of wind anomalies that reach the equator in the central
Pacific extend from southwestward from Central America not from California.

Changed

11) Line 289-293. While the authors note the difference in the timing of the forcing and the type
of forcing (fluxes vs. air temperature and winds) between their study and the one by Sun and
Okumura (2019), a key difference is that the latter derived the forcing from the NPO as opposed
to the Aleutian low. The former has a dipole pattern with the southern lobe being closer to the
equator and thus may be more effective at influencing the tropics.

Thanks for pointing this out. Reference to the dipole structure of the NPO has been added.



Reviewer 2:

This study investigates the influence of the Aleutian Low on tropical Pacific sea-surface
temperatures (SSTs), using wind-nudging experiments in an intermediate complexity climate
model. The pathway the authors investigate has been proposed as a key part of the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and is critical piece in understanding how tropical Pacific SSTs are
influenced by internally generated or externally forced changes in the Aleutian Low. The results
of this study are therefore potentially relevant for interpreting historical variability in Pacific SSTs
and will be of broad interest within the climate variability community.

We thank the reviewer for their interest in our study and for making detailed and constructive
comments. We address the points raised below.

While the overall setup of this study is mostly sound, the interpretation of the results is
misleading in several substantial ways, which should be addressed before publication:

1) One important caveat that needs to be mentioned is that this model uses very low resolution
that does not resolve mesoscale processes in the ocean and atmosphere. While this is true of
many studies on the PDO, this is important here considering the framing in relation to Klavans et
al. (submitted), who propose higher resolution as potentially helping to address the low
signal-to-noise ratio of the PDO.

The authors agree with this point and have added at the end of the Discussion:

“The coarseness of the coupled model, specifically the vertical dimension of the oceanic
component, is a limitation of the study. Specifically, the model's relatively low resolution and
inability to resolve mesoscale processes in the ocean and atmosphere may affect the results of
the study. Future studies using observations and higher resolution GCMs to test the results
herein would be valuable.”

2) Another important caveat that needs to be mentioned is that the nudging used is taken from a
single winter and therefore may not be representative of Aleutian Low variability in general. It
would be possible to do more analysis to show that the anomaly used is (or is not)
representative of other 3-sigma Aleutian Low anomalies, which could get around needing to
include this caveat.

This caveat is acknowledged in the Discussion by adding:

“The simulations presented use an anomalous Aleutian Low state taken from a single month
(Figure S3). An area for future research is to impose a suite of varying Aleutian Low states with
different spatial and temporal profiles to test the sensitivity of the responses described here to
details of the imposed relaxation state.”



3) Some of the framing of the results is about their relevance for decadal variability, e.g., the
sentence “Here we find a similar effect on multi-year timescales in response to an anomalous
Aleutian Low.” However, the same nudging is imposed every year, so the results could entirely
be explained by processes on shorter timescales. Please revisit each instance of ‘decadal’ and
‘PDO’ in the manuscript and reconsider whether these statements are supported considering the
annually repeating forcing used. It is of course fine to motivate the study by questions about
decadal variability, but considering the model set up, it’s not possible to make strong conclusions
about decadal variability without further work. The title and abstract are important to revisit in
this regard. In my opinion, the abstract is well written and supported by the study up until
“anomalous Pacific SST” on line 29, but after that all the statements about the PDO are only
marginally related to the study and can’t really be supported by the results. I also think that the
inclusion of “Pacific decadal variability” in the title does not accurately represent what the study
is about.

Thanks for this interesting comment. The abstract and title have been amended as suggested
by the reviewer. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the SST response to the Aleutian Low
anomaly, which allows us to assess whether the long-term response is fully developed on
interannual timescales. This reveals time dependence in both extratropical and tropical Pacific
SST in response to the fixed Aleutian Low forcing, suggesting that multi-annual feedbacks are
important for shaping the long-term quasi-equilibrium SST response. While in the real world the
extratropical atmospheric forcing is stochastic, we believe we can still learn about the relevant
feedbacks that shape the response in an idealised framework with fixed forcing.

4) On the influence of the Aleutian Low not being able to explain the full PDO nor it’s phase
shifts in the late 20th and 21st centuries, please consider recent literature showing that the
decadal variability of the PDO, including its characteristic phase shifts, is coming almost entirely
from the North Pacific (Wills et al. 2018, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017GL076327; Wills et al.
2019, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL080716), with the tropical Pacific primarily adding noise on
interannual timescales. At the very least, please change “PDO” to “PDO in the tropics” on line
30. However, this also means that the statements on lines 30-31 and 329-332 are not supported
by the results without additional analyses.

These references have been cited in the Introduction and the “PDO” terms have been refined in
the abstract and throughout the manuscript.

Revised abstract:

“It has been proposed that externally forced trends in the Aleutian Low can induce a basin-wide
Pacific SST response that projects onto the pattern of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). To
investigate this hypothesis, we apply local atmospheric nudging in an intermediate complexity
climate model to isolate the effects of an intensified winter Aleutian Low sustained over several
decades. An intensification of the Aleutian Low produces a basin-wide SST response with a
similar pattern to the model’s internally-generated PDO. The amplitude of the SST response in



the North Pacific is comparable to the PDO, but in the tropics and southern subtropics the
anomalies induced by the imposed Aleutian Low anomaly are a factor of 3 weaker than for the
internally-generated PDO. The tropical Pacific warming peaks in boreal spring, though
anomalies persist year-round. A heat budget analysis shows the northern subtropical Pacific
SST response is predominantly driven by anomalous surface turbulent heat fluxes in boreal
winter, while in the equatorial Pacific the response is mainly due to meridional heat advection in
boreal spring. The propagation of anomalies from the extratropics to the tropics can be
explained by the seasonal footprinting mechanism, involving the wind-evaporation-SST
feedback. The results show that low frequency variability and trends in the Aleutian Low could
contribute to basin-wide anomalous Pacific SST, but the magnitude of the effect in the tropical
Pacific, even for the extreme Aleutian Low forcing applied here, is small. Therefore, external
forcing of the Aleutian Low is unlikely to account for observed decadal SST trends in the tropical
Pacific in the late 20th and early-21st centuries.”

5) More interpretation is needed in Section 3.3 (Figures 5 and 6). What are the take away’s from
this analysis?

Thanks for the comment. The authors have added more details to this section.

“The meridional wind shows   alternating southerly-northerly anomalies across the North Pacific
orientated with a north-easterly tilt suggesting that a persistently strong AL invokes a modulation of
the climatological Rossby wave train providing a pathway for atmospheric communication between
the North Pacific and eastern tropical Pacific. Evidence for the modulation of the Rossby wave train
is further evident in the upper tropospheric winds (Figure S5).”

Minor comments:

For consistency between Eq. 1 and 2, I would recommend defining functions of z and t in
Eq. 2 (as described near the bottom of page 5 / top of page 6).

Included as equations 5 and 6

Line 152: “multiplying the standard deviation of overlapping 15-year means by √2” requires
more explanation of why you are doing this / why this is the relevant measure for statistical
significance.

This section has been rewritten:

““Statistical significance is defined by comparing the responses to the magnitude of simulated
unforced decadal variability. At each grid point, overlapping 15-year mean anomalies are
calculated from CONTROL. A 15-year time window was chosen to adequately capture
decadal internal variability. The standard deviation of the mean anomalies from CONTROL
was multiplied by square root of 2 to account for the fact that the variability of a difference in
means is of interest. This estimates the variation of the difference in standard deviation
between two independent averages, which have the same variance, that would be expected



due to internal variability. The median value of the standard deviations is used and we show
95% significance as where the response value lies outside of the bounds 1.96 times the
median standard deviation. This is similar to the method used in IPCC AR5 (2013).”

I think (a) and (b) are switched in the caption of Figure 1

Corrected

Line 183: What does it mean to express the anomalies between NUDGED and CONTROL
“per standard deviation of the PDO index”? And how does one compare the amplitudes
between the two (as discussed on lines 195-196).

The anomaly between NUDGED and CONTROL is projected onto the first EOF from the
control run to generate a pseudo-PC. The anomaly is divided by the pseudo-PC to calculate
the anomaly per standard deviation of the PDO index expressed in a similar way to that
derived from CONTROL.

Line 188-189: Considering that Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b DO NOT look very similar, please also
discuss the differences, rather than just saying these patterns closely resemble one
another. You could also make this more quantitative with a pattern correlation.

Agreed - have added this into the description of the results.

“Across the Pacific ocean, the pattern of temperature anomalies in NUDGED closely
resembles unforced multidecadal Pacific variability in CONTROL (Figure 1b), with a pattern
correlation coefficient of 0.53. Therefore, a sustained increase in Aleutian Low strength
forces a basin-wide SST response which resembles that associated with
internally-generated coupled variability in CONTROL. However, there are clear differences
in the sign of the anomaly outside the North Pacific basin and nudging region, such as over
north-eastern Siberia and south-central USA. Furthermore, while the extratropical SST
anomalies are somewhat larger in NUDGED, particularly in the subpolar gyre, the tropical
Pacific signal is substantially weaker by a factor of ~3.”

Figure 2: Why would you expect this to be different depending on the year of the
simulation? It doesn’t seem essential to the overall paper to show this for three different
averaging periods.

Because we are imposing a fixed, annually-repeating forcing, which is idealised, we wanted
to explore the time dependence of the response to see whether the short-term response in
years 1-2 and 3-4 differs from the long-term response. It was possible, for example, that we
may ‘build up’ a spurious response in the ocean by imposing the same forcing year-on-year
for 30 years. From the plots it is clear that the signal is already evident in years 1-2, and
remains approximately consistent throughout the run with some local exceptions (e.g. JJA
central Pacific years 3-4 vs. years 5-30).

Figure 4: There is much more that could be said about this figure. The DJF panel shows
that heat fluxes from the atmosphere into the ocean are imprinting onto the SST pattern
during the nudging period, while the positive heat fluxes in the KOE region in all other



seasons show that the cold SST anomalies in this region are reducing the heat loss to the
atmosphere.

We agree and have added the following:

“The positive heat fluxes exhibited in the KOE region in all seasons outside of DJF are evidence
that cold SST anomalies in this region reduce heat loss to the atmosphere throughout the
simulations. Regions such as those in the north-east North Pacific appear to dampen the SST
anomalies during MAM and JJA, which may indicate limited dynamic feedback to the atmosphere.
However, across the central North Pacific, the persistence of surface latent flux anomalies
year-round is expected given the surface temperature persistence and alludes to
ocean-atmosphere feedbacks.”


